The special kid’s Gumshoe solved.
1

Parkum

Enter the park through the four columns and go to the boulder pile and curved worded wall next to it. What
goes with carpe? (47.6843, -122.3635)

2

net

Take the park exit path behind the wall to the watchful eye, then follow the bricks until north is behind you.
Com, org or net? (47.6845, -122.3634)

3

Dog

Beyond the partially buried ring, kitty corner through the three-treed traffic calmer to the yard. What’s in it?
(47.6855, -122.3632)

4

Sun

Continue as N is to I, past the hanging resting place to where three digits add up to seven. Below them: sun,
moon or star? (47.6848, -122.3617)

5

Orange

When it’s possible to cross, don’t. Instead, follow the hedges to the brown and white gateways. What color is
the bear’s sweater? (47.6860, -122.3607)

6

Hat

Where love is love, take the signaled way past the twin rocky diamonds, then the smiling cat, all the way to
the six flower hangers in a row. What, circled by skulls, is the ghost pumpkin wearing? (47.6869, -122.3584)

7

5

At the next crossing point, push to flash your way past bear mountain to the red poles. How many blue slides?
(47.6876, -122.3580)

8 Footsteps Corner with the metal fence to the blimp. Nearby, hero’s what? (47.6876, -122.3587)
9

Log

Walk past the astronaut, staying on a straight path over white stripes to the green-poled bird home. What kind
of cabin is it? (47.6876, -122.3607)

10

2

11

Gear

Beyond the burro and boots, at the welcoming gnome, change direction to follow the tree quintuplets to the
Seattle drain. From it, cross to and over another, between car houses to the surveillance. Net what? (47.6873,
-122.3647)

12

China

Pass please without slowing down until you can’t go straight anymore. Where angel hides in a bigger word,
what country? (47.6873, -122.3659)

13

Blue

Head to where lights control your movement and follow the stripes to where turning vehicles is over 6501.
Now turn your back to what matter and cross again. Once across, pivot to go the way water flows, past Blow’s
shelter artwork to the circled 90. What color bottles? (47.6862, -122.3662)

14

Books

Beyond the rusty truck and bike-arrowed signs, change direction as soon as you can to go the only way an
arrow didn’t point. At the purple shed, what are taken and returned? (47.6852, -122.3662)

15

Katie’s

When you get to the sign that’s an r short of bouncing a ball, take the downhill path to the slide. Whose
garden? (47.6845, -122.3672)

Follow the longest wall through the branches and past the white pickets to the very flowered wall and porch.
How many feeders are there for birds that hum? (47.6876, -122.3624)

16 Tic-Tac-Toe Where the rabbit stares at the parking strip chair, what game is outlined on the front door? (47.6837,
-122.3672)
17

Science

When you can change direction, diagonal through the circle and follow the longest line of red trees to the next
crossroads. Without crossing, take the easiest path to walk to the country of Behlen. What is real? (47.6831,
-122.3683)

18

Chicken

Past the dead trunk, near the wrapped one, which of these cannot be seen: spotted rock, soaker hose or
metal chicken? (47.6822, -122.3683)

19 Vegetable Beyond the house with the heart of silver, look for the gravel path to the sign of the patch. When you find it,
take it and navigate to the wall plaque. Beside ornamental, what other beds were once tended here?
(47.6807, -122.3681)
20

Duty

Continue in the direction Church is to the Heights, then past tables and behind playground equipment to the
red-circled cigarette. Park what Officer? (47.6800, -122.3683)

21 Wind Chime Descend past the half log and follow the ivy around its 90 degree turn to the hexagon. What hangs in the
nearest tree? (47.6796, -122.3677)
22

KWC

At platitudes, diagonal past the trellises to the small fatboy. What letters are circled? (47.6795, -122.3662)

23

Ballard

Head towards nami, but before you pass it, turn to go by the sign with tree in it. When you get to the sign
that’s an r short of a trickling liquid, take the uphill path to the ladybug. Sustainable what? (47.6799,
-122.3672)

24 Kangaroo Beyond a birdbath, sets of strings and, finally, several hoops, what’s in the pouch near ADT? (47.6812,
-122.3672)
25

Lemons

Corner with the stacked blocks to the skeleton picnic. What fruit? (47.6814, -122.3663)

26

Wieners

When you see flags, use one to cross to the copper-colored dog bathroom. Couple of what? (47.6815,
-122.3660)

27

Yellow

Go past Carkeek Park and 28540 to the red-flagged box. What is the background color of the flowered rock?
(47.6822, -122.3659)

28

Heart

At the purple camel, what balances over the artist’s name? (47.6828, -122.3659)

29

Walking

Continue on the nearest path between vertical walls of concrete and wood. At the town broad sign, what
speed? (47.6829, -122.3646)

30

CB7 43B

Where your road crosses a wider one, turn to follow the closest tree line to Taholah. What combination of
letters and numbers are on the non-Washington plate? (47.6834, -122.3634)

